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Why test your content? 

To support successful deployment of e-learning to your learners in GLN, it is essential to review 
and test usability, content integrity, functionality, and GLN tracking. Testing is a critical function 
of quality control and one of the last important steps before release of the training. This is 
especially critical when developing AICC e-learning courses for use with GLN. 

Most problems with e-learning not working properly once launched by GLN are not caused by 
GLN—they are usually: 

• Problems with the e-learning content itself. 

• User PC or browser issues. 

• Network issues.  

Note: For those rare problems that are GLN issues, the GLN team bears responsibility and is 
dedicated to addressing them; however, they are not responsible for solving e-learning content 
issues. You, as course developer or course sponsor, bear that duty and responsibility.  

That is where good testing helps you out. Once GLN launches an AICC e-learning course for a 
learner, three things must happen successfully: 

• The e-learning content, as a separate application outside GLN’s control, must 
communicate with GLN successfully, both in a manner that GLN understands and can 
support. (From experience and history, this causes the most problems.) 

• GLN must correctly process all the communications sent. 

• All the servers and networks involved (as well as the learner’s PC) must send and process 
things correctly. 

So, always test each new e-learning course that you want to use with GLN. Never assume that 
just because things worked last time you developed a course, they will do so again.  
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How e-learning works in GLN 
Important: Remember that e-learning content is always stored on separate content servers 
from the GLN servers. E-learning content is never stored on the GLN servers. 

 
Stage 

Where the e-Learning 
Content Is Stored 

 
GLN Environment Involved 

Alpha Test A test or development server—
do not use a network drive 

Example: 
elearn02.mmm.com 

Optional at this point, can use GLN QA or just launch 
non-GLN version of content from content server 

Beta Test A test or development server—
do not use a network drive 

Example: 
elearn02.mmm.com 

GLN QA: 
http://lmsapp01.mmm.com:9080/Saba/Web/Main 

Production Production content server 
 
Example: 
elearn.mmm.com 

GLN Production: 
http://gln.mmm.com 

 

http://lmsapp01.mmm.com:9080/Saba/Web/Main
http://gln.mmm.com/
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The e-learning testing process 
Testing an e-learning course for GLN should involve these three stages: 

Stage Description 

1 Alpha Test: The e-Learning content resides on a Test Server and involves the 
developer checking for good flow and construction of the content. 

• Can the learner understand the layout of your course; is it clear? 

• Does it meet the training objectives? 

• Consider choosing 3-5 people who are familiar with your content (subject 
matter experts or SMEs) and have them review it. 

• Review the GLN e-learning guidelines and be sure that you are developing the 
course per GLN standards and recommendations. 

2 Beta Test: The e-learning content resides on a test server and is linked to an 
offering in GLN QA. 

In this stage, selected users test the offering to create formal documentation of 
content errors, functionality errors, usability, level of engagement, and GLN 
tracking. 

(Details on the beta-testing phase begin on the next page.) 

3 Final Test: The e-learning content resides on a production server and is linked to 
the offering in GLN production. 

This involves testing the course one last time again in GLN production to assure 
that everything is still working correctly. Make sure you still follow the guidelines 
for the beta testers and developers in the new environment. 
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Guidelines for beta-testing 
Follow these guidelines for beta-testing e-learning content in the GLN QA environment: 

• Ask people to review and test your e-Learning course as set up in GLN QA. 

 Choose 3-5 people that are part of your target audience. 

 If your audience is global, include testers in other countries. 

• E-mail the following information to testers on how to access the training in GLN QA: 

 URL to GLN QA (or deeplink) 

 Name of course 

 How to launch the course 

• Ask your testers to work through the testing checklist that follows (feel free to modify this 
as needed). 

 If you use the testing checklist that follows this discussion, complete as much of the first 
part for the reviewers as you can. 

 Be sure to provide a due date for them to complete testing; allow at least 48 hours, 
preferably longer. 

 You, as course developer or sponsor, should also review the course against the testing 
checklist that follows. 

• Review testers' comments and make appropriate changes. These changes can be of two 
types: 

 Mandatory changes: changes you must make. These are things that affect the content or 
its operation (for example, it doesn’t work right, contains spelling errors, has wrong 
content, technical problems, and so on). 

 Non-mandatory changes: preference changes (for example, colors, design, wording, and 
so on) that you can choose to make if you want to. 

• You, as the developer or course sponsor, should take the course at least 3-5 times yourself 
in GLN QA. 

Note: If the course has a quiz, each time after passing or failing a quiz, follow these steps 
to see if the correct score and all the quiz questions were recorded in GLN QA. 

1. After you exit the course in GLN QA, you should be at the Results page for the course. 

2. In the Results column, click View. 

3. If the Total Attempts column is more than 1, in the History column, click History. 

4. On the Attempts page, look at the Attempts table. Is it correct? 

5. In the Responses column, click View Responses for an attempt. Were your question 
answers and results recorded correctly? (Note: If there was no quiz, you should see 
nothing here.) 
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• In addition to reviewing the course using the checklist, try the following procedure: 

1. If the course has a final quiz, intentionally fail the quiz the first few times, answering 
differently each time, and then verify the following: 

• If the course sends an “incomplete” status when you fail the quiz, your registration 
should stay on your GLN enrollments. 

• If the course sends a “failed” status when you fail the quiz, your registration should 
move to your GLN transcript with a status of “Unsuccessful.” 

2. The next few times, pass the final quiz and verify that the course has moved from your 
enrollments to your transcript in GLN QA. 

• If the course has a final quiz, pass the course at least once with the minimal score 
required to pass the quiz to be sure the completion goes to the transcript. 

• Pass the quiz at least once with a perfect score to be sure such a completion also 
goes to the transcript. 

• If the registration is on the Transcript, follow the same steps as just described; 
however, to start this review, in the transcript Actions column, click Results. 

3. If the course does not have a final quiz, make sure that whatever is required for 
completion works correctly (for example, the learner views a certain number of pages, 
the learner gets to a certain page, and so on). Note: Such courses usually do not pass 
scores to GLN, and, obviously, there are no test questions to record and check on. 

• If, at the end of beta testing in GLN QA, all is well, inform the GLN team that you have 
completed testing and your course is ready to be moved to the production content servers. 

• Then, once the course is set up in production, register for the course and fail it once. Also 
complete it once to be sure it still works for you. 

• If all works correctly, announce the course to your learners. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Testing Checklist for e-Learning Course in GLN QA 

Tester’s Name:  

Date of Test:  

Course:  

Instructions or URL to Course in GLN QA:  

How To Launch the Course in GLN QA:  

Due Date for Testing:  

 

Instructions: Go through the following list, item by item, checking off those items that the content does a 
good job of or meets. If an item is not met, add your comments in the section provided. 

 

Successful Area Item to Review Comments 

□ Basic Functionality Does the course open?  

□ Basic Functionality Do all the pages display correctly?  

□ Basic Functionality Course response: Is the course responsive 
and do the pages load quickly or too 
slowly? 

 

□ Basic Functionality Check any links in the course. Do they 
open and bring you to the right page or 
material? 

 

□ Basic Functionality Check all attachments to verify that you 
can open and print them. 

 

□ Basic Functionality If you completed the course, did GLN 
record that correctly? If there was a test, 
did your score get recorded as well as 
your answers to the quiz? 

 

□ Graphics/Visual 
Design 

Usability—is it easy and intuitive to 
navigate the course? 

 

□ Graphics/Visual 
Design 

Do the graphics and text display on the 
page clearly? 

 

□ Graphics/Visual 
Design 

Graphics/Overall Graphic Design: Related 
to the content, was the course pleasing to 
the eye? Did the graphics reinforce the 
course’s intent or did they appear to be 
just “thrown in”? 

 

□ Graphics/Visual 
Design 

Did the course look and feel like a learning 
course or was it more like a typical 
PowerPoint presentation instead? (That 
should always be avoided.) 
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Successful Area Item to Review Comments 

□ Graphics/Visual 
Design 

Were the graphics of one style or type? Or 
does the course mix graphics, especially 
clip art to give it an unprofessional, 
amateur feel? 

 

□ Instructional 
Design 

Understanding: Did you learn the course 
objectives? 

 

□ Instructional 
Design 

Course Layout: Does the order of topics 
make sense? 

 

□ Instructional 
Design 

Interactions: Do they help to learn the 
topic or are they just distractions? 

 

□ Instructional 
Design 

Quiz: Were the questions too hard/easy? 
Did they accurately reflect what the 
course presented and what learners 
should know from the course? 

 

□ Media If there is audio, is it clear and 
understandable and not scratchy? Is the 
volume level pretty much the same 
throughout the course? If a script or notes 
are provided, can you read them? Is the 
script the same as the audio? (The script 
should be the same as the audio.) 

 

□ Media If the course contains builds or animation, 
verify that they are working. 

 

□ Media If there are videos, were they clear? Did 
they play correctly? Was the volume 
acceptable? Were they appropriate to the 
course? 

 

□ Writing Is the writing at the right level for the 
intended audience? 

 

□ Writing Check for spelling or grammatical errors.  
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